CASE
STUDY

From in-house reporting
to EPV for Db2
CHALLENGE
An outsourcer decided to implement EPV for Db2.
Their declared goals were:
• Oﬄoad resource consumption to manage the amount of SMF data involved (>400 GB daily)
• Get ‘near real-time’ reports instead of nightly batch reports available on the next day
• Eliminate the eﬀorts in updating their home-made reporting tools, to make them compatible with the
new functions and metrics that are introduced by the new Db2 versions
• Spend their time using reports and data instead of managing the programs to create them
• Quickly identify exceptions and critical events to solve by using threshold based alerting, where the
thresholds are managed and kept up to date by professionals
• Get a small footprint, specialized solution

SOLUTION
The solution was to implement EPV for Db2.

BENEFITS
Near real-time reporting
Before EPV, they oﬄoaded SMF data every 30 minutes. Their reporting programs then started and
loaded the extracted data on several Db2 tables. They stopped managing Db2 thread and package
accounting records because the resource consumption was too high and the elapsed time too long.
With EPV for Db2 they restarted processing those thread and package data on the EPV server
eﬀortlessly and in a timely manner. All data processing is a question of minutes. They can now get near
real-time reports which are very helpful to identify application problems much faster than before.
End of day reporting
Before EPV, the batch jobs, processing Db2 accounting data on the mainframe, were lasting about 4:30
hours, with a considerable CPU usage, only to load the data in SQL tables.
With EPV for Db2, the task of loading the data is practically “invisible” with no resource usage on the
mainframe. It takes 3 hours, and not only does it process all the data, but it also produces all the
reports.
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We are not simply a software vendor.
We will always be at your side helping you reach
your business goals.
EPV: people you can trust.
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